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 This article presents the instantiation of the Model of Adaptation of Learning Objects 

(MALO) developed in previous works, using the competencies to be developed in a given 

educational context. MALO has been developed for virtual environments based on an 

extension of the LOM standard. The model specifies modularly and independently two 

categories of rules, of adaptation and conversion, giving it versatility and flexibility to 

perform different types of adaptation to the learning objects, incorporating or removing 

rules in each category. In this work, we instance these rules of MALO using the 

competencies considered in a given educational context. 
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1. Introduction   

The Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
have been introduced in the field of the education, in order to 
extend and improve the teaching-learning processes. In these 
environments, the use of learning objects (LO) is becoming more 
relevant every day to facilitate the teaching-learning process. LO 
are understood as any digital resource that can be used to support 
learning [1]. 

On the other hand, the interest of incorporating adaptive 
capacities, both to learning objects and virtual learning 
environments, has increased in recent years. However, there is no 
uniformity about what should be considered as an Adaptive 
Learning Object (ALO) [2-12]. In general, there are several works 
that are being developed on ALO and its application in virtual 
education. Most of these works are mainly focused on the 
adaptation of LO to the virtual teaching-learning process 
considering several aspects, among which we can mention: the 
learning style of the students; the course offered; the types and 
means of storages; and the learning trajectories [29], in order to 

create a favorable and an optimal environment for the successful 
development of virtual education. 

Another aspect to consider is the adaptability of the LO's as 

support to the formation of competences, assuming that a student 

has previous competences that will be strengthened during the 

learning process until reaching an objective competence [26]. In 

this sense, within the learning trajectories are established states of 

skills and knowledge to be reached, which determine the level of 

customization of the LOs in terms of its granularity (knowledge) 

and skills required in them, for the acquisition of these 

competence goals [25-29]. This is the approach that we are 

interested in this work. 

 Due to the boom of virtual education and the application of 
emerging paradigms in the teaching-learning processes, combined 
with the weaknesses found in the various papers reviewed about 
ALO, we have presented in a previous work a Model of 
Adaptation of Learning Object (MALO) reconfigurable [2], based 
on the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard [3]. In this 
paper, we test the capability of reconfiguration of MALO, where 
its adaptation is guided by the competencies to be reached in a 
given course, that means, determining the level of adaptation of 
the LOs using MALO, according to the competencies to be 
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reached. In this case, the rules are redefined based on an 
autonomous adaptation of the LO. 

This article is organized as follows, the next section presents 

some theoretical aspects, and then we present in detail to MALO. 

The next section presents the example of adaptation of MALO 

using competencies, and finally, we compare MALO with 

previous work. 

2. State of the art 

In [4] is proposed an ALO model composed of four 

components, a knowledge domain model, a user domain model, a 

context model, and finally a session model. The fourth component 

is responsible for establishing relationships between the other 

three components, through navigation rules, content presentation 

rules, and rules of personalization of the information presented to 

the user. In that work, the rules of adaptation are specified to each 

ALO, which makes its implementation difficult. In addition, these 

are limited to navigation patterns within a LO. Finally, the 

proposal only presents rule statements, without any 

implementation. [5] presents an ALO model for t-learning, a term 

adopted to refer to learning through interactive digital television. 

The idea that they pursue is to offer LO with different behaviors, 

depending on the characteristics of the users. To do this, they use 

an XML file that contains a template with rules of adaptation of 

parameters, which indicate to the educational object what 

behavior or appearance to adopt according to the student's 

preferences. In this work, they do not incorporate autonomous 

changes in the learning process. 

In order to construct Adaptive Learning Systems, in [6] is 

proposed a model considering the granularity properties of the 

LO. Its proposal is based on the adaptation of the LO, by adding 

four levels of functionality: courses, documents, fragments of the 

document and multimedia pieces. The fragments are made up of 

multimedia pieces related to some instructional objective and a 

semantic description, which allows them to assemble a new 

learning object from the existing ones. The architecture presented 

in [6] is composed of 3 main components, a Domain Model 

formed by the concepts that the learner must learn; a Learner 

Model, which represents the learner's information; and an 

Adaptation Model, which is responsible for the adaptation of the 

contents that are presented to the learner, and the way the 

fragments are assembled. In this model, the authors use a modular 

and structured treatment of the adaptation process, however, they 

do not consider the technological limitations, and nor do they 

describe the rules to be used to adapt to LO. 

The work developed by [7], establishes a relationship between 

adaptation needs and learning materials. It considers that the 

needs of adaptation are influenced by the user, according to their 

cognitive and learning styles; the context, through the location and 

tasks that the user performs; and the learning material, with its 

own characteristics. They determine 13 adaptation criteria, which 

can be useful for classifying content and adapting LO. However, 

they do not present a model guiding how to incorporate these 

adaptation criteria into a LO. In [29] propose an adaptive 

framework of LOs, assessment items, and competences. In 

specific, the competencies are defined by the prerequisite.  

3. Theoretical Aspects 

3.1. Learning Object 

There are several definitions of LO, some of them are: "any 
digital resource that can be used to support learning" [1], "any 
entity, digital or non-digital, that maybe be used for learning, 
education or training" [8], "an element with recyclable digital 
multimedia content documents, which has a purpose and use in 
instruction and learning" [9]. 

According to the definitions cited, [8] considers LO in a rather 
broad sense, by including in it any resource, both digital and non-
digital, that can be used for learning, education or entertainment. 
On the other hand, [1] delimits it only to digital resources, so this 
definition is more oriented to digital technology. For its part, [9] 
makes explicit the use of digital documents with multimedia 
contents in the learning process. 

This shows that there is no consensus on the definition of LO. 
For the purpose of this research, the interest is focused on LO used 
in virtual environments, what can be called Virtual Learning 
Objects. Therefore, LO will be considered a reusable multimedia 
digital resource, which can be used in learning, and employ 
metadata for description. This highlights two important aspects in 
LO: it is a digital resource with multimedia features for 
educational purposes, and the metadata is used for its description 
to facilitate its discovery and reuse. 

In general, a LO has a set of attributes, such as reusability, 
portability, modularity, granularity, accessibility, flexibility, 
interoperability and durability. In specific, the granularity is an 
important property, because it facilitates its scalability and 
adaptation, and it simplifies the coupling or combination of 
different LO to form a new one. Some authors consider 
granularity from the point of view of the number of concepts or 
ideas contained in the LO [1,18]. Others, such as the LOM 
standard of IEEE, consider it as the amount of media or formats 
that are combined in a LO [6]. For purposes of this work, 
granularity is assumed from three approaches: 

- Concepts or ideas combine in a learning object, which provide 
the semantic density of the LO 

- Media or formats that are combined in a LO. They determine 
how the content is presented in LO. 

- Parts or elements in which the content of the LO is organized. 
It is like the contents table, where, for example, the document 
parts, the book chapters, or the course subjects, are indicated. 

3.2. Standards for production of Learning Objects 

The standards for LO are grouped into metadata standards and 
standards for the creation of educational platforms. The first seeks 
to describe and provide LO properties and information to facilitate 
and optimize their manipulation; while the second helps to define 
virtual environments that integrate a set of tools that provide 
support to the online teaching-learning process. Among the most 
widely used metadata standards are the Dublin Core [10] and the 
IEEE LOM, while SCORM and IMS are used for the creation of 
educational platforms. 

In our work, we use the LOM standard, which is a data model 
proposed by the IEEE, through the Learning Technology 
Standards Committee (LTSC), to describe a learning resource and 
its components. The purpose of the standard is to facilitate the 
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search, evaluation, acquisition and use of educational objects, as 
well as, to promote their exchange, reusability and share use. It 
consists of 80 descriptors, grouped into nine categories [3]. Each 
descriptor defines a specific aspect to be considered to describe a 
LO. Table 1 shows the categories defined in the LOM Standard. 

Table 1. LOM Standard Summary [3]. 

No Category Description 

1 General This category groups the general information that 

describes the learning object as a whole 

2 Life Cycle  This category describes the history and current state 

of the learning object and those entities that have 

affected this learning object during its evolution. 

3 Meta-

Metadata  

This category describes the metadata record itself 

(rather than the learning object that this record 

describes). 

4 Technical  This category describes the technical requirements 

and characteristics of this learning object.  

5 Educational This category describes the key educational or 

pedagogic characteristics of this learning object. 

6 Rights This category describes the intellectual property 

rights and conditions of use for the learning object 

7 Relation  This category defines the relationship between this 

learning object and other learning objects, if any. 

8 Annotation  This category provides comments on the 

educational use of this learning object, and 

information on when and by whom the comments 

were created 

9 Classification  This category describes where this learning object 

falls within a particular classification system. 

The LOM standard is considered as an extension of the 
Dublin Core standard, with additional elements for the description 
of educational resource properties. For this reason, to represent 
the LO metadata, in this work we decided to use the standard 
LOM 

3.3. Competencies 

The definition of competence is derived from the Latin word 

"competere", which means "to be adequate", that implies "the 

combination of skills, attitudes and knowledge necessary to carry 

out a task effectively” [11]. In this way, the elements of the 

competence are the skills and knowledge. The knowledge 

comprises the set of topics and themes that are part of a profession 

and that the students need to develop, while the skill represents 

the abilities to use the knowledge in the development of an 

activity [12]. Thus, the competence defines the person's ability to 

perform a task [26], as a result of the relations between a specific 

knowledge, and a know-how [13].  

In the learning contexts, the definition of competence refers to 

the set of skills and knowledge to solve specific problems [26], 

which relate the previous competences that the student has and the 

objective competence, i.e. the problem to be solved [29]. 

Depending on the objective competence, can be set the knowledge 

and skill levels required, and with the learnerʼs current knowledge 
and skill state, can be determined the learning trajectory. Based 

on this learning trajectory, personalized learning paths and 

adequate LOs can be defined. 

The Figure 1 shows the process of constructing of the 
objective competence: "to establish the difference between a 
vegetarian dish and others" proposed in Table 11. According to 
the Figure 1, can be set the learning trajectory knowledge and 
skills required to fulfill the objective competence, taking as a 
starting point the previous competence that the student possesses 
and defining evaluation moments in the learning trajectory. 

 
Figure 1. Objective competence construction in a learning trajectory 

3.4. MASINA Methodology 

MASINA (MultiAgent Systems for INtegrated Automation) is 
a methodology developed for the modeling of systems of 
engineering oriented to agents. It uses the Unified Modeling 
Language (UML), and the Object Systems Development 
Technique (OSDT), which is a tool for the formal specification of 
object-oriented models [23, 24]. It covers the phases of 
conceptualization, analysis, design, coding and testing, and 
integration. Now, we describe only the phase and model used in 
our work, for more detail see [23, 24]  

• Conceptualization: allows to identify the actors of the system 
and their use cases. In this phase basically the extraction and 
acquisition of the knowledge is realized to obtain a first 
description of the system. The main product of this phase is 
a conceptualization document, which contains the analysis of 
the problem, and the use cases with the description of the 
components of the system. The use case defines the list of 

actions of each a role in our system, to achieve a goal. 

• Analysis: it allows to describe the system, its objectives and 
tasks, capabilities, interactions, etc. The main product of this 
phase is a set of models like the task model, that describe each 
component of the system at the level of its procedure, 
condition of utilization, etc. of the different component, to be 
considered. 

In our work, we use these two first phases to design MALO, 
and particularly, the task and user case models of MASINA. 

4. Model of Adaptation of Learning Object (MALO) 

For the formal description of the model, we used the MASINA 
methodology proposed in [23-24], and UML diagrams. However, 
before the presentation of MALO, it is necessary to define an 
ALO. 

4.1. Definition of ALO 

An ALO is considered a reusable multimedia digital resource 
that can be used in a learning process, which contains metadata 
for its description, and is able to adapt to the context. The ALO 
concept is presented in Figure 2, through a use case diagram, and 
in the Figure 3 its activity diagram.  
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Figure 2. Use Case Diagram of an ALO 

 

Figure 3. Activity Diagram of an ALO 

As can be seen in the ALO activity diagram, its adaptation is 

a complex, recursive and dynamic process, where several types of 

adaptation can occur simultaneously, in addition, it has the 

flexibility to include other types of adaptation in the future. The 

ALO use case description is presented in Table 2, and the 

description of the types of adaptation is given in the following 

subsections. In the use case, we can see the adaptation procedure 

of the ALO, which can fail if there are not the services for the 

adaptation process. Also, the precondition conditions are very 

clear, we need to define the adaptation requirements that can be 

defined in our case, by the competencies to be reached. 

Table 2. Use Case Description of an ALO 

Use Case Adaptive Learning Object 

Description It processes the requirements of adaptation of a 

LO. 

Precondition Adaptation requirements 

Actors Adaptive Learning Object 

Procedure Begin 

Determine types of adaptation required 

If type = semantic then  

Adapt semantically the LO 

If type = organization then  

Adapt organizationally the LO 

If type = presentation then 

Adapt the presentation of the LO 

If type = transformation then 

Transform the LO content 

If type = other then 

Generate the rules of another type of 

adaptation of the ALO 

Combine the types of ALO adaptation until to 

reach the requirements 

Generate Matadata of ALO 

End  

Fail condition Not having the necessary services to process the 

LO adaptation requirements 

Success 

condition 

Build a LO adapted to the required specifications 

 

4.2. MALO Description 

MALO has been defined in detail in [21]. In this section, we 

present a resume of MALO. Figure 4 presents MALO, which is 

composed of 4 elements: 

- LO: are the Learning Objects to adapt, according to the 

information obtained from the context. 

- Units: they are small blocks, such as concepts, media or pieces, 

that compose a LO. The number of units present in the LO, 

define their granularity and complexity. 

- Rules: two categories of rules are defined, Adaptation and 

Conversion, which specify, respectively, the structural or 

contextual adjustments made to a LO. 

- Adaptation Metadata: it is an extension of the LOM standard, 

which describes the data and processes required to facilitate 

the process of adaptation of the LO. 

A LO can be decomposed into smaller units by using rules of 

conversion, forming a set with simpler LO, increasing its 

granularity; or conversely, starting from a set of LO, a more 

complex LO can be formed with less granularity. With the use of 

the rules of adaptation, the LO is adapted to certain specifications 

of the context in which it is immersed. 

 

Figure 4. MALO 

The result of applying the adaptation and conversion rules to 
an ALO is a Learning Object with a new semantic, or a new 
presentation format of the content, or a new organization, among 
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other things; based on the parameterization of an existing one, or 
the combination of several of them.  

4.2.1. Conversion Rules 

The conversion rules indicate that structural adaptations of a 

LO. In this article, two conversion rules are defined, however, 

MALO has the flexibility to allow the incorporation of new rules. 

The basic conversion rules are: 

- Composition: based on the principle of reusability, allows to 

build new LO from other LOs of less granularity. The 

description of the composition rule is presented in Table 3, 

which has 5 rules. 

- Decomposition: allows to decompose a LO into several LOs 

of less granularity, or to extract units included in a digital 

content. The description of the decomposition rule is 

presented in Table 4, which has 7 rules. 

Table 3.  Task Model of the Composition Rule 

COMPOSITION OF A LEARNING OBJECT 

Name Composition 

Objective Compose a LO from other LOs. 

Description Composes the content of a LO by total or partial 

aggregation of units (concepts, pieces, media) 

contained in other LOs 

Precondition Units required 

Subtask - Define the LO organization to be built 

- Add concepts or ideas 

- Add pieces or parts of the structure of a LO 

- Add media or formats to the contents of a LO 

- Generate metadata of the new LO 

Product Adaptive Learning Object 

Ingredients-Compose Learning Object 

Composition 

Type 

Indicates the type of composition to be made. 

Values = semantics, organization, format, mixed 

Concepts List Concepts or ideas contained in a LO 

Pieces List Different elements or part in which the LO is 

organized, similar to a table of contents. For example, 

document parts, book chapters, course topics, 

workshop content and activities. 

Formats List Different media or formats that are combined in a LO. 

Values = Text, Audio, Video, Interactive Animation, 

Simulator, Image, Table or Chart, Diagram. 
 

Table 4. Task Model of the Decomposition Rule 

DECOMPOSITION OF A LEARNING OBJECT 

Name Decompose 

Object Decompose a LO in order to increase its granularity 

Description Disaggregate the content of a LO by units (ideas or 

concept, parts or parts, formats or media) 

Precondition Requirement of concept, piece or format 

Subtask -  Search for concepts / ideas contained in a LO 

- Extract concepts or ideas from a LO 

- Extract organization of a LO 

- Remove parts  of the structure of a LO 

- Search for formats / media embedded in a LO 

- Extract media or formats contained in a LO 

- Generate metadata of the new LOs 

Product  Learning objects with greater granularity 

Ingredients- Decompose Learning Object 

Decomposition 

type 
- Indicates the type of decomposition required 

 Values = semantics, structure, format, mixed 

Concepts List - Concepts or ideas contained in a LO 

Pieces List - Different elements or part in which the LO is 

organized, similar to a table of contents. For 

example, document parts, book chapters, course 

topics, workshop content and activities. 

Formats List Different media or formats that are combined in a 

LO. 

Values = Text, Audio, Video, Interactive 

Animation, Simulator, Image, Table or Chart, 

Diagram. 
 

4.2.2. Adaptation Rules 

The rules of adaptation define the types of adjustments to be 

applied to the LOs to contextualize it. In MALO, four types of 

rules are initially defined: 

- Semantics: they allow to define new semantics in a LO, 

incorporating other ideas, conceptualizations or lexicons, 

according to its content. 

- Presentation: allows to adapt the presentation of the LO, 

adjusting its formats to the preferences, limitations and use, 

both technology and user. 

- Organization: they allow to reorder the content of a LO 

according to the pieces that make them up. 

- Transformation: they change the units of measurement, of 

quantification, etc., in the LOs. 

Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 present the use cases of each adaptation 

rule. The main aspect to remark of these tables is that the 

precondition is one of the main criteria to determine what possible 

adaptation can be used in a given context, which can be used by a 

procedure of selection of adaptation mechanisms. 

Table 5. Use Case Description of the Semantic Adaptation 

Use Case Semantic Adaptation 

Description  It allows defining a new semantics of a LO, 

incorporating ideas or concepts according to their 

contents. 

Precondition Concepts or ideas required 

Actors Adaptive Learning Object 

Procedure Begin 

Determine new concepts or ideas or lexicon  

Find where to put them into the LO 

Incorporate them into the LO 

Generate metadata 

End 

Fail condition - Do not locate the required concepts in data 

repositories. 

- Not having the necessary services for the 

extraction of concepts, decomposition and 

composition of  the LO 

Success 

condition 

Construct a LO with new semantics required. 
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Table 6. Use Case Description of the Presentation Adaptation 

Use Case Presentation Adaptation 

Description They allow to adapt the presentation of a LO 

modifying its format 

Precondition - Technological Preferences and limitations 

- User Preferences and Limitations 

- Conditions of use and desired functionality of the 

LO. 

Actors Learning Object, Context, User 

Procedure Begin 

Determine technological preferences and 

limitations 

Determine user preferences and limitations 

Determine conditions of use and functionality of 

LO 

Customize LO to those preferences and 

limitations 

Generate metadata 

End 

Fail condition - Not having the mechanisms to determine 

preferences, limitations and desired functionality 

of the context 

- Not having the necessary services to transform, 

customize, decompose or compose a LO 

Success 

condition 
- Build a LO with a new presentation, transformed 

and/or customized. 

- Given some preferences or limitations 

recommend formats, customization parameters, 

functionality 

Table 7. Use Case Description of the Organizational Adaptation 

Use Case Organizational Adaptation 

Description It allows reorganizing the contents of a LO by 

rearranging its pieces. 

Precondition - Pieces or parts desired to organize the content of 

the LO 

- Concepts or ideas required 

Actors Adaptive Learning Object 

Procedure Begin 

Determine pieces or part of LO. 

Determine the reorganization parameters  

Rearrange LO  

Generate metadata 

End 

Fail condition - Do not locate the required pieces in the LO 

repositories. 

- Not having the necessary services for the 

extraction of pieces, decompose or compose a 

LO 

Success 

condition 

Build a LO with the new organization of its 

content. 

Recommend an organization for the LO 

Table 8.  Use Case Description of the Transformation 

Use Case Transformation 

Description Modifies certain properties or contents of a LO 

Precondition - Requirement of concept, piece or format. 

- Technological or user preferences or limitations 

- Usage patterns 

Actors Adaptive Learning Object 

Procedure Begin 

Summarize the content (concepts, organization) 

of a LO. 

Transform/Convert values of certain properties 

of some units to others (for example, of types 

of images, etc.) 

Generate metadata 

End 

Fail condition - Not finding the required units in LO 

repositories 

- Not having the necessary services for the 

transformation of the LO units 

Success 

condition 

Build a new LO with new features and/or units 

 

4.3. Adaptation Metadata 

The LOM standard covers quite well the description of a LO. 

However, it presents limitations for the adaptation of LOs 

autonomously. Specifically, the adequacy of a LO is guided by a 

set of mechanisms, which must be defined in the metadata of the 

LO. The main mechanisms to be defined are for the adaptation, 

the conversion, according to the information about the context 

where will be used the LO. This information is not currently 

included in the LM standard. For this reason, in this paper, it is 

proposed to incorporate an extension to the standard (defined as 

category 10 of the standard), based on the data presented in Table 

9. 

Table 9. Category 10. Extension proposal for the LOM standard 

No. Category Description Components 

10 Adaptation This category 

groups the 

necessary 

information, to 

facilitate the 

process of 

autonomous 

adaptation of a 

Learning 

Object 

10.1.Adaptation Rules  

(Name, Type, Description, 

Associated services, 

Required inputs, 

Procedure, Author, Date of 

creation, Date of 

modification) 

10.2.Conversion Rules 

(Name, Type, Description, 

Expected Product, 

Associated Services, 

Required Inputs, 

Procedure, Related Tasks, 

Author, Date Created, Date 

Modified) 

10.3 Context information 

(Knowledge Base, Rules of 

Inference, location of the 

Knowledge Base) 

10.4 Restrictions 

10.5 Other additional 

information 
 

The proposed category specifies the information used to 
manage an ALO. The conversion and adaptation rules are 
methods to be applied to an ALO, which are implemented in some 
LO management platform. Thus, this category defines the 
knowledge base that allows the interoperability between ALOs, 
and their adaptation methods. 
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This category facilitates the search, evaluation, recovery and 
application of the adaptive methods for an ALO. The ontological 
model of the Category 10 (OLOMCat10) is presented in Figure 5. 

 

OLOMCat10 relates Category 10 with 3 major components: a 
base rule, a rules catalog, and a services catalog. The base rule is 
the initial rule that triggers the ALO adaptation process. The Rules 
Catalog describes the set of conversion and adaptive rules. The 
Services Catalog describes and links a set of mechanisms required 
during the ALO adaptation process. The purpose of catalogs is 
ubiquity, making ALO independent of both, the rules of 
adaptation and the services used to implement them. 

5. MALO instanced by the competencies 

In this section are defined the adequacy of MALO, to consider 
the competencies during the adaptation process of the LOs.  

Considering that the competencies that are applied in the 
professional field are built on the basis of the training and the 
professional formation, it is clear to establish a relation between 
the competencies and the learning results, as expressions of what 
a person in a learning process knows, understands, and is able to 
do at the end of an educational process. 

As a result, a LO becomes a valid resource within the 
competence acquisition process, achieving an objective, a result 
or competence in a specific knowledge [21,25], which is 
conditioned to the quality of the LO, which involves aspects 
linked to its structure and granularity, and therefore, its adaptation 
in all or parts of its components [13]. 

Adapting a LO based on competencies requires the adjustment 

of the LO according to the user's previous competencies and the 

competencies objective (or learning result), in order that the LO 

has the sufficient characteristics to cover the competence 

objectives. In addition, should provide facilities to evaluate the 

competencies acquired. Thus, within the MALO model, the 

following aspects must be taken into account: 

• Through the conversion rules, the LO must adapt its structure, 
to add units as required to meet the competence objectives, i.e. 
the composition rule can add a unit from another LO related 

to the skill levels of the objective competence. 

• By contrast, through the adaptation rules, the LO can update 

its contextualization. For example, by the organization rule, 

the contents can be reorganized according to the competence 

requirements; or through the semantic rule; the LO can be 

enriched with links to external resources; or also through the 

transformation rule, the LO can incorporate measures 

establishing the skill level that a user must achieve after 

learning the specific knowledge that keeps the object. 

• And also through adaptation rules, the LO can propose 

assessment tools to evaluate the competencies acquired in the 

learning process 

Additionally, the enrichment of a LO with competence 

metadata can be incorporated into MALO, through the category 9 

of the LOM standard (see Table 10), which allows the extension 

of the specification to a semantic model of competencies that uses 

a combination of pedagogical strategies and competence 

taxonomies to classify and evaluate the LO’s performance in a 

learning environment [14]. 

Table 10. Category 9 of the LOM standard extended to include the competencies 

Nro Category Explanation 

9 Classification This category describes where this learning 

object falls within a particular classification 

system. 

9,1 Purpose The purpose of classifying the LO (discipline, 

idea, prerequisite, educational objective, 

accessibility, restrictions, educational level, skill 

level, security level, competence) 

9.2 Taxon path A taxonomic path in a specific classification 

system. 

9.3 Description Description of the LO relative to the Purpose, 

such as discipline, idea, skill level, educational 

objective, competencies, etc. 

9.4 Keyword Keywords and phrases descriptive of the LO 

relative to the Purpose and competencies. 
 

A hierarchical relationship between the different 

subcategories of Category 9 of the LOM standard is presented in 

Figure 6, where the competence (purpose) is defined by a 

taxonomic classification (taxon path), their description and 

keywords 

 
Figure 6. Category 9 of the LOM Standard. Hierarchical description of 

competence 

The use of LO as a resource to generate competencies in an 
apprentice within a virtual learning environment, requires to adapt 
the LO according to the required competencies, learning objective 
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and expected results. For this reason, Figure 7 presents a 
mechanism to instantiate the ALO in order to facilitate this 
process. For that, it is required:  

- Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) provides the necessary 
environment for the development of the teaching-learning 
process. 

- MALO defines the mechanisms for the LO adaptation 

- Adaptation Metadata identifies catalogs of services and rules 
required to adapt to an ALO. 

- Link Services provide ALO connection with VLE, to obtain 
context information, resources available for learning, as well 
as access to the Rule and Service catalogs. 

- Category 9 of the LOM standard contains the metadata to 
facilitate the discovery of LO with contents related to the 
required competencies. 

 

According to Figure 7, the required competencies by the 
learner are obtained from the VLE. MALO locates resources and 
LOs, which satisfies the required competencies and LOs. For this, 
it uses the information of the Category 9 of the LOM standard. 
MALO provides services with the conversion and adaptation rules 
defined in the metadata (Category 10), which access the 
mechanism catalog that allow the adequacy of the ALO according 
to the requirements. As a result of this process, an ALO is adapted 
to the competencies. 

6. Description of a Case Study 

Our case study test the capability of reconfiguration of an 
ALO using MALO, guided by the competencies to be reached in 
a given course. An application of the competence approach within 
MALO can be seen in the Table 11, to which the following 
considerations are carried out: 

• It is established as a previous competence of the user: 
"knowledge of vegetables". 

• It is established as objective competence: "Establish the 
difference between vegetarian dish and any other". 

Table 11. Cooking course: Vegetarian dish preparation 

Course 

activities 
- Select vegetables and other ingredients (input) 

- Prepare mixture (process) 

Learning 

Objects 

participants 

LO1: Interactive virtual course, where the 

apprentice must follow the instructions and 

prepare the requested plate 

LO2: Digital multimedia content with a catalog of 

vegetables, classified by edible and non-edible 

vegetables. 

Content of the 

virtual course 

The content of the virtual course is composed of 

two (02) parts: 

Ingredients: in this part the student must 

demonstrate his/her knowledge, selecting the 

vegetables and other required ingredients. All 

ingredients are specified in text form 

 

Preparation: indicated by a video, step by step, 

how to prepare the dish. 

Scenario - Previous competence: student with extensive 

knowledge of vegetables 

- Limitations: reading problems. 

- Preference: follow hearing instructions 
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- Objective competence: LO does not 

differentiate between vegetarian and other 

dishes 

Classification Establish the difference between a vegetarian dish 

and any other 

Previous 

Competence 

Knowledge about vegetables 

Objective 

Competence 

Establish the difference between a vegetarian dish 

and others 

Skill Levels KnowledgeComprehensionApplication 
 

The Table 11 defines the LO to be used, the previous and 

objective competence, the content of the virtual course to be 

covered, among other things. Considering that scenario defines 

that the LO does not meet the objective competence: "Establish 

the difference between a vegetarian dish and others", then it is 

necessary to add a LO with knowledge about "Differences 

between vegetarian and other dishes". For this, in addition to the 

set of rules explained in section III, should include rules of 

semantic adaptation, presentation adaptation and transformation, 

besides to the rule of decomposition and composition. Using 

MALO, the following procedure will be performed: 

1. Application of Presentation Adaptation rules: 

1.1. User preferences are determined. 

1.2. User Competencies are determined 

1.2.1. Previous competence 

1.2.2. Objective competence 

1.2.3. Skill levels of Objective Competence 
1.3. Limitations of the user are determined: reading problems 

1.4. Technological preferences are determined: not specified 

1.5. Technological limitations are determined: not specified 

2. Application of rules of Semantic Adaptation, 

2.1. Search for a LO that covers the target competence and 

user preferences. 

2.2. Search for a LO assessment tool to evaluate the objective 

competence and its skill levels 

2.3. Using Decomposition rules 
2.3.1. Units of LO are retrieved from the source. 

3. Application of Transformation rule 
3.1. According to the limitations and preferences of the user, 

3.1.1. Of the new LO found (LO3), extract audio from 
video 

4. Application of rule of presentation. 
4.1. Adjusts the volume of the extracted audio 

5. Application of Composition rules, 
5.1. The content of LO3 is integrated into the adapted LOs. 

6. Application of rules of organization, 
6.1. The structure of the adapted LO is reorganized according 

to objective competence. 
7. Generate the new ALO metadata 

7.1. Update the competence metadata in the category 9 of the 
LO: purpose, taxon path, description and keyword 

8. Product: the LO was adapted to add the ALO3, which contains 

the differentiation between a vegetarian dish and others, in 

audio format, and assessment tools to evaluate the 

competencies 
 

7. Comparison of MALO with other Models 

For the comparison of MALO with the previous works 

described in section I, we consider the most similar that are [4] [6] 

and [29]. The comparison criteria were based on the 

characteristics must fulfill an ALO. We have used the next set of 

criteria: what adapts each one (because in an ALO we can adapt 

several things: organization, content, presentation, etc.), the type 

of rules used (that determine the adaptation of the ALO), the 

architecture of the framework (that determine if it can be 

improved very easy), the extensibility (very important for its 

scalability), the flexibility (in order to include new aspects in the 

adequacy of an ALO), and if it is based on metadata, and 

particularly, in a standard. The comparison is presented in Table 

12. 

Table 12. Comparison of MALO with other proposals 

Criteria for Comparison 

Components 

to adapt 

[5]: content and navigation patterns of a particular 

user, according to user preferences 

[13]: content, navigation and presentation 

[29]: organization of the ALO and assessment 

items, 

MALO: semantics, presentation and organization 

of contents. Possibility of adding other types of 

adaptation 

Rules used [5]: propose the use of content adaptation, 

navigation and evaluation rules. 

[13]: propose rules of navigation, content and 

presentation. 

[29]: they propose a set of services, but they do not 

give a guide about how they must be used 

MALO: two categories of rules, adaptation 

(semantics, organization, presentation, 

transformation) and conversion 

(decomposition, composition) are proposed. 

Modularity 

 

[5]: is based on rules of adaptation, knowledge of 

the domain and the user 

[13]: is based on content granularity, adaptive rules 

and user domains, context and adaptation 

MALO: modular design based on adaptation 

components, metadata and internal LO units 

Extensibility 

 

[5]: They do not propose it 

[13]: They do not propose it 

[29]: new services can be included 

MALO: It proposes the scalability of the model, 

allowing the incorporation of new rules of 

adaptation and conversion 

Flexibility 

 

[5]: it is fundamentally based on the preferences 

and limitations of the user, as well as on their 

learning needs. 

[13] incorporates preferences and limitations of the 

user, as well as learning resources, but does not 

consider technological aspects nor patterns of 

use 

[29] they use the competencies to guide the 

adaptation 

MALO: possibility to adapt the preferences and 

limitations, both user and technologies. 

Adaptation 

Metadata 

[5]: They do not propose 

[13]: They do not propose 

[29]:  they do not propose an adaptive metadata 

MALO: The model works with the IEEE-LOM 

standard. It is proposed to incorporate into the 

standard an adaptation category, which 

describes the new elements used in the 

adaptation 
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When comparing the fourth approaches of adaptation of LO, 
it is observed that there are different criteria to consider. There is 
also no uniformity in the description of the adaptation metadata, 
nor in the modularity, extensibility and flexibility that each 
approach allows. 

With respect to MALO, its modular design, extensibility, and 
the use of standards provide it with greater robustness and 
flexibility to adjust its strategies and processes. In addition, it is 
the most complete in terms of what it adapts, the rules it uses, the 
descriptions it provides in its metadata, among other things. 

8. Conclusions 

The main product of this work is to test the capability of 
adaptation of MALO using the competencies. Among the main 
features of the MALO are its modular and independent design 
based on two categories of rules, adaptation and conversion, 
which are complemented to facilitate the dynamic adaptation of 
an ALO. The flexibility and extensibility of its design, allow the 
incorporation and elimination of rules. In addition, MALO 
considers the preferences and limitations, both user and 
technology, as well as the Desired functionality of the LO, and the 
usage patterns detected in the context. 

The competencies determine the skills and knowledge to be 
obtained in a given course, in this way they give useful 
information to adapt the LO to be used during the course. It 
determines specific conversion and adaptation rules. For example, 
according to the knowledge to be reached, it can define 
conversion rules to include new information in a given ALO. 
Also, according to the skills to be reached, it can define adaptation 
rules that allow reaching these skills. 

There are several future works, in particular, the proposed 
extension of the LOM (category 10) and the description of the 
category 9 how a competence metadata, presented in this article, 
should be detailed. Finally, it is necessary to implement a 
middleware that provides services to MALO, inspired by works 
such as [27,28] to manage repositories of ALOs, which 
autonomously exploit all the knowledge around the MALO, and 
can adjust an ALO using different frameworks, such as the 
competencies. 
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